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                   About us
			We at TSMS are dedicated to providing nurturing, encouraging, and safe learning environments for the academic and holistic development of children to help them reach their true potential. With a focus on quality education through the use of the most effective and supportive teaching methods, the schools also join hands with parents to raise the students to be responsible and capable world citizens.
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                   Contact Info
	
      TSMS Noida 

      The Shriram Millennium School Plot S-1, Sector 135, NOIDA, off Greater NOIDA Expressway, Uttar Pradesh 201301

   
	
      TSMS Faridabad 

      The Shriram Millennium School Sector - 81, Faridabad, Haryana - 121002 

   
	
      TSMS Gurugram 

      The Shriram Millennium School Sector - 64, Opposite M3M Urbana, Adjacent to Orana Convention Centre Gurugram, Haryana - 122002
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          Ms. Vasvi Bharat Ram


          ×

        


        

          

            Namaste! 


            Each time that I hear of the manyamazing achievements of The Shriram Millennium Schools, it makes me immensely proud of our ‘young’ school that continues to remain firmly rooted in the ethos, culture and vision with which it was started!


            The story of The Shriram Millennium School took shape on a cold winter morning in 2009, when our Founder (Late) Mrs. Manju BharatRam, a great visionary, along with a handful of us, gathered at the Noida Campus to sow the seeds of this great institution. In our hearts we carried a shared dream and purpose to make this school not merely a haven for academics, but a place that would be an ecosystem of happiness and joy for our very own Shri Parivaar that includes each child, parent and staff member. Providing each child and staff member a safe and happy environment to be who they want to be, along with myriad opportunities and experiences that enable them to carve out a unique identity for themselves and become contributing responsible global citizen that the world can be proud of, was a mandate we began with.


            Today, stepping into any of The Shriram Millennium school campuses, when we feel that positive energy, and see in each smiling face the inimitable joy for being a part of this institution, it is truly the realization of our dream. Witnessing our children exploring the realms of learning with such happiness and our Shri Shikshaksmaking learning joyful is an embodiment of the Shri spirit that has created our, ‘Happy Schools’!


            I wish every member of this growing Shri Parivaar the best, always!


            Thank You 


          


        
 

      


      


    


  








  

    

      

         

        

          Mrs. Radhika Bharat Ram
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            Namaste! 


            In a world where results seem more important than the means, it is rare to find a school that values effort over the outcome and understands that the pursuit of excellence is an ongoing process of bettering one’s best. It is rarer to find an institution that focuses on identifying and developing the intrinsic qualities of a child and builds life-skills that can sustain the child through life.


            It is heartening to see The Shriram Millennium Schools bear the Shri motto ‘Vidya Dadati Vinayam’-from knowledge comes humility, with pride and be so clearly driven by its aim of creating a space where learning takes place naturally. Our children, whose individuality is nurtured by the child-centric Shri curriculum, are our true ambassadors wherever they go.  They are global in their outlook and yet are rooted in their heritage. Sensitive towards the environment as well as to each other, they hold integrity in the highest regard.


            Your role as parents is critical as they grow into responsible individuals with a mind of their own. The three-way-handshake between the school, the parent, and the child is a cornerstone of our ethos at school. It is an extremely rewarding and fulfilling journey that we have embarked upon, the values that we see in action in our children, making each step worth it. It fills me with pride to see our children take the Shri legacy forward and I am certain that the future of the world is in good hands.


            Thank You 


          


        
 

        
       

      


    


  








  

    

        

       

        

          Mr Kartik Bharat Ram
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            Namaste! 


            When asked to say something about The Shriram Millennium Schools, I can’t but help go down memory lane, remembering the days when the setting up of TSMS was a cherished and exciting dream for us. With an intent to spread the ethos and philosophy that is so intrinsic and strong in each one of us, this essence of SHRI has over the years touched the lives of so many people – students, staff members and parents.


            True to the vision, belief and conviction of the founder, (Late) Mrs. Manju Bharat Ram, The Shriram Millennium Schools in Noida, Faridabad and Gurugram, have ensured that learning is a joyous, meaningful and life-changing journey. “Child centric” in every sense of the word, the progressive and dynamic curriculum and pedagogy ensures that every child enjoys equal and individual opportunity to grow and develop at their own pace…..in their own space!


            The year 2020 brought with it a bolt from the blue in the form of the pandemic, and yet despite all the challenges and uncertainties that it unfolded, TSMS forged ahead. This was possible only because of the trust that each stakeholder had in the other and the strong fabric of values that gave each person the strength to sail through these unchartered waters. While the team at school ensured that new skills were learnt to roll out classes on a virtual platform, parents supported the school by becoming partners in the process. Our young students faced these sudden changes with equanimity, often helping their teachers deal with technical glitches. The teaching-learning process saw a definite and heartening paradigm shift. The world may have gone into lockdown, but ‘Learning’ never stopped at TSMS!


            As an institution, TSMS believes in empowering all its members, be they Shri Shikshak or Shri Ansh, The Shriram Millennium Schools have been recognised and acknowledged as an environment that nurtures the uniqueness and individuality of every person, enabling them to approach real life challenges with courage, conviction and confidence.


            The pursuit of excellence in all spheres of life is certainly the focus, as also is the quest to imbibe the core values that define us. These values give our children the wings to fly to great heights, while also keeping them deeply rooted in their own culture and heritage. Pride and Humility work in tandem, balancing their personality and giving them the strength and courage to express their thoughts without fear and act without hesitation.


            As I wish each one of you, the students, staff members and parents of The Shriram Millennium Schools, the very best for a bright and happy future, I do so with a feeling of immense happiness in the knowledge that the vision of our Founder is being carried out with so much passion and commitment.


            May the torch of Shri be carried forth by our Shri Ansh to a future that we do not see!


            Thank You 


          


        


        
        

      


    


  








  

    

      

         

        

          Mr Shantanu Prakash
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            Namaste! 


            The world as we know it, is evolving at an incredibly fast pace given the technological development that has already occurred in all spheres,andwith much more to come. In such a scenario, it becomes necessary for educational institutions to focus on developing in students the skills of the future, use of technology and an attitude of life-long learning as these are the bedrocks that make education relevant in a relatively unknown future too.


            When I see the diverse and multitude of learning initiatives that the children at all levels are engaged in at The Shriram Millennium Schools, I believe that making children future ready is not an impossible task. It makes me proud to see the Shri Shikshaks and the students in all campuses engage so surely and confidently with latest learning platforms in the cyber world, STEM learning, and a regular use of other means of technology combined with a strong value system, that will undeniably make the children independent learners, develop skills of research, collaboration and critical thinking – all that is necessary to be a part of an evolving world successfully.


            I am sure that The Shriram Millennium Schools will continue to be forerunners in progressive learning that enables our students to thrive in any sphere and in any space and time. 


            Thank You 


          


        
  

        
      

      


    


  





